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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The LRS Model 465 contains three independent high-speed general-purpose coincidence
units in a single-width NIM module. Each channel has four coincidence inputs and a separate
veto input which accept standard negative NIM logic levels. The logic inputs may be
individually enabled or disabled without altering input cabling or termination by means of
front-panel pushbutton switches. With all inputs enabled, four inputs are required. Disabling
the logic inputs is equivalent to reducing the number of simultaneous negative inputs required
for an output. Thus, each channel may be programmed for 4-fold, 3-fold, or 2-fold logic
decisions. With only one input enabled, each channel of the 465 operates as a logic fan-out.
 
Once triggered by signals satisfying the input coincidence requirements, the 465 generates
five NIM fast logic outputs: one pair of -32 mA negative preset outputs, one -16 mA preset
complementary output, and one pair of -32 mA overlap outputs. The preset outputs are
continuously adjustable from less than 5 ns to greater than 500 ns by means of a front-panel
multiturn potentiometer and are independent of input overlap time, amplitude, and rate.
Because it is updating, it may be retriggered even before the end of an output pulse that is
already present. The overlap outputs are equal in duration to the coincidence overlap and
produce outputs up to the maximum input rate capability.
 
The front-panel fast veto input accepts standard negative NIM-level pulses. To veto the linear
outputs, the veto signal must completely overlap any input coincidence; to veto the preset
outputs, a prompt overlap of the leading edge of the input signal that would otherwise create
the coincidence condition is required. A rear-panel bin-gate switch permits a slower (50 ns
response time) inhibiting of the 465 by a clamp to ground from +4 volts through the bin gate
pin of the rear power connector.
 
The Model 465 is packaged in a standard AEC/NIM #1 module (AEC Report TID-20893) and
uses exclusively Lemo-type front panel connectors.
 
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
 
Logic Inputs: 4; Lemo-type connectors; 50 Ohm impedance; negative NIM-level

input requirements; each input can be separately enabled or disabled
by front-panel push-buttons.

Veto Input: Standard negative NIM-level signal, 3.5 ns minimum width. Requires
complete overlap of input coincidence for linear outputs and prompt
overlap of the leading edge of the input signal that would otherwise
create the coincidence condition for the preset outputs. (Veto should

precede this leading edge by approximately 5 ns in this case.)
Bin Gate: Via rear connector; clamp to ground from +4 volts inhibits; risetimes

and falltimes < 50 ns.

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

ORTEC ®

935
Quad 200-MHz Constant-Fraction Discriminator

The Model 935 Quad 200-MHz
Constant-Fraction Discriminator
incorporates four separate and
independently adjustable timing
discriminators in a single-width NIM
module. Except where indicated
otherwise, the descriptions and
specifications apply to each of the
four channels in the module.

The ability of the Model 935 to
provide constant-fraction timing on
fast, negative-polarity signals as
narrow as 1 ns (FWHM) makes it
ideal for use with microchannel
plates, fast photomultiplier tubes, fast
scintillators, and fast silicon
detectors. The exceptionally low walk
delivered by the Model 935 is vital in
achieving the excellent time
resolution inherent in these fast
detectors over a wide dynamic range
of pulse amplitudes. The Model 935
can also be used with scintillators
such as NaI(Tl) which have long
decay times. To prevent multiple
triggering on the long decay times,
the width of the blocking output can
be adjusted up to 1 µs in duration.

The Model 935 uses the constant-
fraction timing technique to select a
timing point on each input pulse that
is independent of pulse amplitude.
When properly adjusted, the
generation of the output logic pulse
corresponds to the point on the
leading edge of the input pulse

where the input pulse has risen to
20% of its maximum amplitude. To
achieve this constant-fraction
triggering, the input pulse is inverted
and delayed. The delay time is
selected by an external delay cable
(DLY) to be equal to the time taken
for the input pulse to rise from 20%
of maximum amplitude to maximum
amplitude. Simultaneously, the
prompt input signal is attenuated to
20% of its original amplitude. This
attenuated signal is added to the
delayed and inverted signal to form a
bipolar signal with a zero crossing.
The zero crossing occurs at the time
when the inverted and delayed input
signal has risen to 20% of its
maximum amplitude. The zero-
crossing discriminator in the Model
935 detects this point and generates
the corresponding timing output
pulse.

"Walk" is the systematic error in
detecting the time for the 20%
fraction as a function of input pulse
amplitude. Minimizing walk is
important when a wide range of
pulse amplitudes must be used,
because walk contributes to the time
resolution. The Model 935 uses a
transformer technique for constant-
fraction shaping to achieve the
exceptionally wide bandwidth
essential for processing input signals
with subnanosecond rise times. As
shown in Fig. 1, this results in a walk
guaranteed <±50 ps and typically
<±25 ps over a 100:1 dynamic range
of input pulse amplitudes. The
patented shaping technique also
provides a zero-crossing monitor
output that facilitates quick and
accurate walk adjustment, because it
displays the full input signal
amplitude range.

The extremely short pulses from
microchannel plate multipliers and
ultra-fast photomultiplier tubes
require very short constant-fraction
shaping delays. To accommodate

• Constant-fraction timing on signals as narrow as 1 ns FWHM — 
ideal for microchannel plates, fast photomultiplier tubes, fast 
scintillators, and fast silicon detectors

• Ultra-low walk, guaranteed <±50 ps (typically <±25 ps) over a 
100:1 dynamic range 

• Pulse-pair resolving time <5 ns
• Quick and accurate walk adjustment with a zero-crossing signal 

monitor that displays the full amplitude range
• Blocking or updating outputs with adjustable widths 
• Selectable functions for each of the four channels include a fast 

veto input, individual gates with coincidence/anticoincidence 
options, and a bin gate 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The LeCroy Model 428F Quad Linear Fan-In/Fan-Out combines the functions of two
previously separate LeCroy linear circuits in one compact unit. Each of the Model 428F's four
channels contains 4 direct-coupled linear bipolar inputs, a polarity inversion switch, and four
direct-coupled linear outputs. The bipolar inputs, together with the polarity switch, allow
convenient summing of either anode or dynode pulses. An output swing of +100 mV to -2
volts is compatible with all normal analog inputs (e.g., discriminators, ADC'S, etc.) and also
accommodates standard logic levels. Each of the Model 428F's inputs is provided LeCroy
high-risk input protection circuitry which gives immunity to transient signals up to +/-5 A for 0.5
microsecond.
 
The incorporation of the polarity switch is particularly significant in that it enables convenient,
direct use of the fanned-out dynode signals for multiple fast logic decisions, while the anode
signal can be directly applied to a current-integrating ADC.
 
All outputs are reverse-terminated and mutually isolated. The Model 428F utilizes a direct-
coupled feedback-stabilized circuit design that provides excellent linearity, long-term stability,
and uniformity of gain and pulse shape. The speed of the unit is suitable for all common
photomultiplier and logic signals, and there are no duty cycle limitations or rate effects in the
Normal Mode.
 
In the Inverting Mode, the Model 428F operates as a capacitively-coupled unit with a 400
usec time constant, recovering to the average non-inverted DC input level. In addition, the
Model 428F exhibits duty-factor-related baseline shifts equal to twice that of a normal AC-
coupled circuit. Thus, although the Inverting Mode provides great versatility and convenience
in application, some care must be exercised when using this mode with wide inputs or at high
rates.
 
The Model 428F is packaged in a standard NIM #1 width module and utilizes +/-12 V, +/-24 V
at little enough current to permit the use of 12 modules (48 channels) in a standard NIM power bin.
 
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
 
Number of Channels: Four.
Inputs: 4 per channel; 50 Ohm; direct-coupled in non-inverting mode. In

inverting mode operates as a capacitively-coupled unit with a 400
usec time constant.

Polarity: Positive or negative.

Reflection Coefficient: Less than 7% for inputs of 2 nsec risetime.
Input Protection: Inputs protected against 0.5 usec transient overloads, up to +/- 5 A.

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
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